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DISCRIMINATIVE FEEDING ON LEGUMES BY MANTLED HOWLER MONKEYS (*ALOUATTA PALLIATA*) MAY SELECT FOR PERSISTENCE

Clara B. Jones

Introduction

Although little is known about the nonrandom relationship of primates to their plant food resources (but see Milton, 1979; Glander, 1981), some evidence suggests that primates may select food for its palatability or digestibility, its caloric or nutritional value, or its degree of toxicity (Clutton-Brock, 1977). Discriminative feeding may occur in response to phenological patterns within seasons, habitats, species, and individual trees that produce qualitative and quantitative differences among plant parts over time and space. Because an organism's feeding habits and choices may be subject to selection (Schoener, 1971; Milton, 1979), understanding discriminative feeding behavior in primates is an important component to understanding their biology. Legumes are an important food source for mantled howler monkeys (*Alouatta palliata*) (Milton, 1979; Glander, 1981). Consistent with an earlier study (Jones, 1983) showing that mantled howlers were more likely to feed on *Pithecolobium saman* flowers at flower-opening time, this study presents evidence suggesting that these atelines also prefer to feed on flowers of *Andira inermis* (Fig. 1) during flower-opening time, and that the costs imposed on these animals as they wait for this possibly limiting resource may select for persistence.
Methods

Three *Andira inermis* (Leguminosae) trees were observed intermittently from 30 March to 12 April 1976 at Hacienda La Pacífica, Cañas, Costa Rica, using the “focal tree” method described in Jones (1983). One tree (AI#1) in riparian habitat was sampled daily (total 52 h 12 min), providing the data for the present report. According to Frankie et al. (1976), flowers of *A. inermis* (Fig. 1) open between 0730 and 0830 (CST) with pollen release occurring about one hour following anthesis. A peak in nectar flow occurs again from 1100–1400 h, and each flower is functional for one day. Frankie et al. (1976) collected approximately 70 species of bees from anthesis to about 1700 h, with peak visiting periods occurring during the first and second periods of nectar flow. All bees collected were solitary members of the families Apidae, Anthophoridae, Halictidae, and Megachilidae.

Results

Figure 2 presents the results of the present study ($\chi^2 = 37.95, p < 0.001, df = 10$). Individuals of the riparian habitat Group 5 (3 adult males and 15 adult females; see Jones, 1980) were more likely to feed during hours of peak flower-opening, including peak pollen and nectar production. Monkeys were most likely to be observed feeding in tree AI#1 at 1000 h (n = 15 individuals) in association with a decline in bee activity, as predicted by Frankie et al. (1976). A smaller number of individuals fed in decreasing density throughout the afternoon after 1100 h. It appears, then, that howlers are most likely to avoid the morning peak in bee activity but are not as likely to avoid the afternoon peak in bee activity, a finding worthy of further investigation. It is possible that feeding upon *A. indira* inflorescences in the morning imposes greater costs than feeding during afternoon hours.

It is important to note that this riparian group waited for up to three hours to enter tree AI#1 to feed, a temporal and, possibly, nutritional cost that may favor the evolution of persistence. On the other hand, a complex pattern of feeding was observed for some individuals who ate alternate sources of food (both leaves and fruit) before, during, and after the waiting period (e.g., *Anacardium*, *Enterolobium*, *Hymenaea*, *Tabebuia*, *Mangifera*). Although the presence of alternate food sources confounds a straightforward analysis of feeding on *A. inermis*, the apparent preference for *A. inermis* (and other legume) flowers despite their apparent foraging costs (e.g., bee activity) warrants explanation.

Discussion

What might be the biological significance of discriminative feeding on flowers of *A. inermis*? William Haber (pers. comm., 1983) suggested that “the whole flower” is “probably the basic resource they are after” because the small amounts of nectar and/or pollen would not be of significant food value to the monkeys. The “food value” of the flower’s tissues for the howlers has not been assessed, nor the possible “food value” of the quantities of nectar and pollen that might be consumed after an extended feeding period (Katherine Milton, pers. comm., 1983). Until such analyses are conducted and compared across flower samples collected at different times of day, the hypothesis that howlers may feed at flower opening time to maximize nutrient or energy intake cannot be rejected. Discriminative feeding may indicate a pattern of nutrient complementarity, whereby food ingested before and after periods of feeding at flower opening time should be analyzed chemically (K. Milton, pers. comm., 1983). These and other ideas relevant to the present results are discussed elsewhere (Jones, 1983).

Stevens et al. (2005; see also Fehr, 2002) have recently shown that feeding ecology is correlated with “patience” in callitrichids. Interspecific (plant:primate, Stevens et al., 2005; bee:primate, this study) interactions, then, may...
favor patience, persistence, or impulse control and may be signatures of primates and other social mammals given conditions in which local competition occurs for limited resources (e.g., queuing for mates, taking turns at water holes). A possible extension of these studies is that selection for persistence, patience, or impulse control may have facilitated selection for large body size since small animals may not be energetically capable of waiting for critical food or water resources to become available. Where persistence, patience, or impulse control increases the likelihood of morbidity (e.g., desiccation) or mortality, these studies can be linked to life history evolution and adaptations to minimize associated costs. Further analyses of the fine-grained relationships between primates and their plant prey are warranted.
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